BUILD IT WITH

ROCKLER

PROJECT PLAN

CROSS LAP WORKTOP

Shown on Rockler
Material Mate
Panel Cart and
Shop Stand (56889,
sold separately)

Torsion-box-style
construction gives
this tabletop
strength and rigidity
without excessive
weight. Building it is
easy with Rockler’s
innovative Cross Lap
Jig. Just add a stand
and you’ve got a
custom work table.

BUILD
Stock #
21797
35623
35385
46428
56372
56889

Item
Baltic Birch Plywood,
1/2" x 12" x 60"
Maple, 3/4" x 5" x 24"
Maple, 3/4" x 5" x 48"
Maple Veneer Plywood,
1/4" x 24" x 48"
Rockler Cross Lap Jig
Material Mate Panel Cart
and Shop Stand (optional)

All items subject to changes in availability.

QUESTIONS?
Go to www.rockler.com
or call 800-279-4441
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MATERIAL LIST
TxWxL
1
2
3
4
5

Plywood face (2)
Frame Ends (2)
Frame Sides (2)
Long Slats (5)
Short Slats (9)
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1/4" x 223⁄4"x 463⁄4"
3/4" x 2" x 231⁄2"
3/4" x 2" x 471⁄2"
1/2" x 11⁄2" x 46"
1/2" x 11⁄2" x 22"

/2"

4

1. SET UP SAW AND MAKE TEST CUTS

Install a dado set in your table saw. Set the width of the dado stack to match the 1/2" thickness of the slats. Set
the cutting height to 3/4", which is half the width of the slats. Make test cuts on scrap pieces to test the fit of
the cross lap joint. Adjust the dado set height and width if the joint is not fitting properly. The pieces should seat
together snugly, and the top and bottom edges should be flush when the joint is assembled.

2. SET INDEXING KEYS ON CROSS LAP JIG

Set the width of the Cross Lap Jig indexing keys to match the thickness of the slats.
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d 3. SET JIG FENCE FOR SHORT SLATS

Adjust the jig fence so that the inside edge of the indexing keys is 31⁄4" from the edge of the dado set.

d 4. CUT FIRST NOTCH IN SHORT SLAT

Register the first Short Slat against the inside edge of the indexing keys. Cut the first cross lap notch.
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d 5. REPOSITION STOCK, CUT SECOND NOTCH

Position the first notch over the indexing keys and then cut the second notch.

d 6. CUT REMAINING NOTCHES IN SHORT SLATS

Continue to reposition each notch over the indexing keys and cut the remaining notches on the Short Slats. Each
Short Slat gets a total of five cross lap notches.
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d 7. SET JIG FENCE FOR LONG SLATS

Reposition the jig fence to cut the notches in the Long Slats. Position the fence so that the inside edge of the
indexing keys is 41⁄8" from the edge of the dado set. Leave the dado set at the same height.

d 8. CUT NOTCHES IN SHORT SLATS

Repeat the same cutting process to cut the nine notches in each Long Slat.
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d 9. CUT FRAME PIECES TO WIDTH AND LENGTH

Rip the maple frame parts to 2" wide. The lengths of the frame pieces listed on the materials list is an estimate.
Use your cross lap slats to determine the correct length of your frame pieces. Miter cut one end of each frame
piece. Then place a corresponding cross lap slat on the inside face of the frame piece. Align one end with the inside
of the miter cut (inset) and mark the other end. This mark will be the inside of the miter cut. Miter cut the other
end slightly outside the mark and then check the fit. If it is too long, trim a little off to creep up on the length. Be
careful not to cut the frame parts too short or the miters will not close.

10. CUT RABBETS IN FRAME PIECES

Set up your dado set to 1/4" wide. Attach a sacrificial fence to your table saw fence. Position the dado set flush
with the sacrificial fence. Set the dado set blade height to 3/8". Cut the rabbets in each frame piece.
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d 11. GLUE THE CROSS LAP JOINTS

Apply glue to the notches and bring the slats together. Then assemble the frame around the cross lap slats. Check
complete assembly for square by measuring across the diagonals.

12. GLUE PLYWOOD FACES

Attach the mitered frame pieces to the cross lap assembly after the glue has cured. Use a piece of 1/4" plywood
as a spacer to elevate the cross lap assembly, making it easier to align the frame pieces. Apply glue to the ends of
the cross lap slats and to the mitered ends of the frame pieces. Clamp the frame pieces to the cross lap assembly.
Finally, secure the plywood faces to the cross lap frame. Apply glue to the edges of the cross lap slats and along
the rabbets in the frame pieces. Press one plywood piece onto the cross laps. Then flip the assembly and repeat the
glue up for the second plywood face.
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d 13. CLAMP PLYWOOD FACES

Clamp the plywood faces, using battens to distribute the pressure across the plywood.
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